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About Us
Pineapple technologies pvt. Ltd. (ptpl) started its operations in october 2002 to provide integrated
solutions in various industry sectors like educational, discrete manufacturing, travel, hr, finance,
healthcare, retail, telecommunication etc. Ptpl strives towards helping clients achieve higher sales;
improve communication, reducing cost, enhancing company's integrity through better solutions and
implementation. Ptpl is consistently serving the industry in field of software, hardware and networking
infrastructure, giving end to end it & it enabled services to their customers. Ptpl is one stop it solution
and service provider.
We found a gap in the market on the fast growing e travel services across the clients we served,
meet, spoke and surveyed in the market. The management decided to start a full fledged travel
technology development team exclusively to cater and address the needs and fulfill the gap in the link
between services and support and of course to make an mark in the market which were served earlier
indirectly. Our team is continuously delivering new technological solutions which handles user
requirement and business process while maintaining the integrity of the application.
Pineapple technologies pvt. Ltd. Specializes in providing consulting and a wide array of it services to
help customers build/improve their it environment. We provide services like software development,
web development, technology project management, end to end it...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/pineappletech/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

E-Business Solutions

eAPPS- Welding Electrode

eAPPS- Pharmaceutical

eAPPS - Garment

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES:

Enterprise Application
Integration

Web Development

Online Marketing

Search Engine Optimization

Factsheet
Year of Establishment

: 2002

Nature of Business

: Service Provider
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